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Abstract 

This study proposes an assurance case description method based on the framework of In-for-

mation Security Management System (ISMS; ISO 27001). The method agrees to information 

security policies through co-creation of values between a parent company and its merged and 

acquired subsidiary. Information security policy varies among companies. Parent companies 

need to agree with their merged or acquired companies on the information security policies. The 

purpose is to maintain the existing business of the subsidiaries while the parent companies con-

tinue to use the current IT infrastructure and network. 

This study first structuralizes ISO 27001 by using an assurance case. As a result, this study will: 

1) Clarify the range of agreement and disagreement between the two companies’ information

security policies; and 2) show how two companies mutually conclude a final agreement for the

entire range using the assurance case created. We also present the quantitatively evaluated results

from Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) users’ ability to structuralize systems with multiple view-

points by using GSN. This evaluates the proposed description method. We asked three experts in

information security to evaluate the understanding, utility and effectiveness of the proposed as-

surance case description method. The study participants used the method to create an assurance

case.

Keywords: M&A, Co-creation, Information security policy, Assurance Case, Dependability Case. 

1 Introduction 

Against the backdrop of an increase in the number of global merger and acquisitions (M&A), 

including those by Japanese companies, some previous studies have seized cooperative activities 

through M&A among two or more companies as co-creation of value. For instance, Alves et al. 

[1] pointed out that one of the fields of co-creation of value involves the development of business
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logic in which co-creation features as a source of innovative ideas among companies. For the 

development of business logic, infrastructure development is necessary. Infrastructure includes 

information security policy because infrastructure is developed abiding by the information secu-

rity policy. In addition, Mitleton-Kelly [2] stated that coevolutionary integration may be facili-

tated through the co-creation of an enabling infrastructure. Information security policy is consid-

ered in the literature as key in the post-M&A business.  

This study therefore intends to demonstrate how two companies co-create as values the business 

logic pointed out by Alves et al. [1]. Specifically, since information security policy varies among 

companies, parent companies need to agree with its merged or acquired companies on the infor-

mation security policies. They can maintain the existing business of the subsidiaries while con-

tinuing to use the IT infrastructure and network. There are two reasons for the difficulty. First, 

the differences and similarities of the information security policies established by each company 

are not visible within the policy documented internally. Second, the third party who does not 

belong to those companies finds it extremely hard to find consistency in the information security 

policies of parent companies and its subsidiaries. 

We thus propose a description method for agreeing to information security policies between a 

parent company and its subsidiary or subsidiaries merged or acquired, based on the framework 

of Information Security Management System (ISMS; ISO 27001) [3] by using the assurance case 

[4] proposed by Kelly [5].

This study first structuralizes ISO 27001 by using an assurance case. We then show the items 

that a parent company and the subsidiary do not agree to based on each company’s information 

security policy, and describe concrete responses for each item. As a result, this study will: (1) 

Clarify the range of agreement and disagreement between the two companies’ information secu-

rity policies; (2) Show how two companies mutually achieve a final agreement for the entire 

range using the assurance case created. The proposed method in this study is evaluated using 

three kinds of data. The first is the assurance case that the studied participants created using the 

proposed description method. The second uses interviews to three experts in information security 

(two who are in charge of information security management, and another who is in charge of 

marketing strategy for information security software) asking them how they evaluate the Under-

standing, Utility and Effectiveness of the proposed assurance case description method which the 

studied participants used to create the assurance case. The third is to present the quantitatively 

evaluated results from Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) users’ ability to structuralize systems 

with multiple viewpoints by using GSN. This evaluates the proposed description method. The 

assurance case description results in this study were results described according to the procedure 

of the description method. Therefore, the outcomes were less dependent on the user's ability to 

create an assurance case. This study concludes with future research topics. 

2 Literature Review 
Goal Structuring Notation (GSN) of a safety case description method has been proposed by Kelly 

[5] in 1998 as a means for performing clear, complete and reasonable discussion. Using the safety

case helps the operation reach an acceptable level in terms of safety between stakeholders. An

assurance case [6] extends the discussion area to the whole quality of the discussed system in-

cluding the “safety” proposed in the safety case. An assurance case is mainly an assurance method

using six nodes, including Goal, Context, Strategy, Evidence, Monitoring and Undeveloped. [7]

[8] These six nodes are shown in Table 1.
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Previous research has made two proposals similar to this study in relation to application of assur-

ance cases in information security policy. First, Ying [9] proposed templates applicable to infor-

mation security management systems in healthcare. Ying’s study, however, is focused on the 

healthcare field and does not propose a method for agreement among multiple companies. Sec-

ond, Kaneko et al. [10] proposed Common Criteria Case (CC-Case; the same as ISO/IEC15408) 

as the procedures to analyze requirements systematically based on assurance cases as well as 

Common Criteria, which is an evaluation standard for information security. The study of Kaneko 

et al. is also focused on a specific field of system development and does not refer to a method of 

agreement among multiple companies.  

Table 1: Six nodes in assurance cases. 

Node Figure Explanation 

Goal 
Goal describes what to assure, with a combination of a subject 

and predicate. 

Strategy 
Strategy describes how to break down the Goal into sub-goals 

leading to the lower layer. 

Context 
Context describes the state, or environment and conditions of 

the System, and shows ways to lead to the Goal and Strategy. 

Evidence 
Evidence eventually assures that we can reach the Goal, and 

shows ways to lead to the Goal. 

Monitoring 

Monitoring is intended to represent Evidence available at 

runtime, corresponding to the target values of in-operation 

ranges. 

Undevel-

oped 

Undeveloped shows the status that there is no Evidence or Mon-

itoring, or discussion supporting the Goal. 

Next, this study shows previous researches focused in fields of management and business. Ko-

bayashi et al. [11] proposed four-layered assurance case description method for solving commu-

nication challenges in business. Kobayashi et al. [12] also showed that using assurance cases 

increases the feasibility of accomplishing management vision and management strategy. The 

other previous study has proposed an assurance case description method to reduce misunder-

standing caused by the difference of grasping the objects managed in various departments as a 

monolithic system or a System of Systems. [13] In addition, the other previous study has pro-

posed an assurance case description method which allows considering simultaneously the inside 

of a system and the assumed changes outside the system. [14] The previous study [15] evaluated 

whether GSN is a notation method structuralizing with multiple viewpoints. The previous study 

[16] based on the above study [15] proposed a quantitative evaluation method for evaluating the

ability to structuralize systems with multiple viewpoints of users describing GSN. This study

therefore evaluated whether the assurance case description method acquires the ability to struc-

turalize systems with multiple viewpoints by using the quantitative evaluation method [16]. The

novelty of this study therefore is to propose a description method for assurance cases to be used

for agreeing to information security policies between a parent company and its subsidiary or sub-

sidiaries merged or acquired.

Yamamoto and Matsuno stated that setting the following three factors in the description method 

is effective in solving the existing issues [17] related to the description method of assurance cases 

[18]: (1) A limited field of application, (2) A specific hierarchical structure for assurance case, 
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and (3) Description rules for nodes. The relationship of these three will be described in section 3. 

Thus what makes this study unique is the combination of the following points: 

 Uses assurance cases (Dependability Cases). 

 Taking account of agreement among multiple companies. 

 Setting three factors in the proposed description method of assurance cases. 

 Uses ISO 27001 as a framework. 

Next, this study presented a method to quantitatively evaluate for both horizontal viewpoints 

and vertical viewpoints using GSN. Kobayashi et al. [15] stated that combining viewpoints 

is necessary for structuralization with multiple viewpoints. These viewpoints are: a view-

point that is selected from multiple viewpoints aligned in the horizontal direction; and a 

viewpoint that is selected from multiple viewpoints aligned in the vertical direction. Koba-

yashi et al. [16] therefore proposed a method using GSN to quantitatively evaluate the results 

from horizontal viewpoints and vertical viewpoints separately. The previous study defined 

six evaluation formulas as follows, in the case where a certain “Strategy node” is set on the 

top level. 

H(s)=Gd   (Gd>1) (1) 

H(s)=0    (Gd=1) (2) 

V(s)=Su (Gd>1) (3) 

V(s)=0   (Gd=1) (4) 

TH = ∑ 𝐻(𝑠)
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑆=1   (5) 

TV = ∑ 𝑉(𝑠)
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑆=1 (6) 

H(s)：H(s) is the result evaluated from the viewpoints aligned in the horizontal direction [15]. 

Gd：Gd represents the number of “Goal nodes” positioned directly under the “Strategy node” 

to be targeted. As an exception, when the number of “Goal node” is one, evaluation method 

evaluates that H (s) equals zero. 

V(s)：V(s) is the result evaluated from the viewpoints aligned in the vertical direction [15]. 

Su：This study counts from the top “Strategy node”, and Su represents the numerical order 

of “Strategy nodes” to be targeted. As an exception, when the number of “Goal node” is one, 

evaluation method evaluates that V(s) equals zero. 

Smax：Smax is the total number of “Strategy nodes”. 

TH：TH is the result of evaluating the total of the viewpoints aligned in the horizontal di-

rection [15] lower than “Strategy node” to be targeted. 

TV：TV is the result of evaluating the total of the viewpoints aligned in the vertical direction 

[2] lower than “Strategy node” to be targeted.
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3 Assurance Case Description Method for Information Security 

Policy 

The assurance case created using the proposed description method of assurance cases for infor-

mation security policy is shown in Figure 1, where a specific hierarchical structure for an assur-

ance case is created with a Logical Model, Logical Argument Model and a Concrete Model.  

Figure 1: Assurance case created using the proposed description method. 

The Logical Argument Model refers to: (1) The range that each company needs to discuss; (2) 

Goal nodes, and the corresponding Evidence nodes and Monitoring nodes. The Evidence nodes 

and Monitoring nodes set in the Logical Argument Model are a prerequisite for discussing the 

Concrete Model. In other words, the Argument Model is, as shown in Figure 1, set as Context 

nodes for the goals of the Concrete Model. The Concrete Model describes the actual counter-

measures of each company against information leakage. 

The description method is shown below by steps. The correspondent figures are Figure 2-Figure 

4. 

A. Description steps for Logical Model

Step 1: Set Goal node. 

Step 2: Set Context node as sub-goals by dividing the Goal into sub-goals (called “objectives” in 

Figure 3-Figure 4). In addition, set priorities, if any, in the Context node when the priority of sub-

goals is important. 

Step 3: For Strategy node, divide the Goal into sub-goals (in prioritized order, if any). 
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Figure 2: Description steps (1). 

Figure 3: Description steps (2). 
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Figure 4: Description steps (3). 

Step 4: Set the sub-goals (in prioritized order if any) underneath the Strategy node. In addition, 

set Evidence nodes if the sub-goals need to be prioritized. 

Assume Step 4 to be Step 1, and repeat this process until sub-goal nodes are completely decon-

structed. 

Step 5: For Strategy node, divide the Goal node on the bottom into Logical responses and Con-

crete responses. 

Step 6: Set Goal nodes respectively for Logical responses and Concrete responses. 

B. Description steps for Logical Argument Model

Step 7: Deconstruct for each company the Goal node of Logical responses, and set it as Strategy 

node. 

Step 8: Set Evidence nodes or Monitoring nodes for each company’s Goal nodes. 

C. Description steps for Concrete Model

Step 9: Set the Evidence nodes or Monitoring nodes as Context nodes since they are prerequisites 

of the Goal nodes of each company’s Concrete responses. In addition, prioritize the prerequisites 

if necessary, and set them as the Context node. Repeat the process of setting the Goal, Context, 

and Strategy nodes (See Steps 1– 4) as needed until sub-goal nodes are completely explicated. 

Step 10: Set Evidence nodes underneath the Goal nodes on the bottom of Concrete Model. 
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The reasons for setting the Logical Model, the Logical Argument Model, and the Concrete Model 

are as follows. The description method up to Step 4 shows the range the two companies are able 

to agree on the unified information security policies. Next, the description method up to Step 8 

shows Evidence nodes and Monitoring nodes, which are decomposed for each company so that 

each company can stipulate its information security policy. The description results up to Step 8 

enable to show clearly the range the two companies agreed. The rest of the description methods 

shows the range of information security policies each company decides. The steps above thereby 

enables to confirm the range of the information security policies unified by the two companies, 

and the range decided differently by each company. 

4 Evaluation for the Proposed Description Method of Assur-

ance Cases 

A. Data Collection Method

Studied companies. 

This study applies the proposed assurance case to the Japanese manufacturing industry. The stud-

ied companies, a parent company and its subsidiary with a different organizational culture, have 

completed M&A and are proceeding with their business. An assurance case was created for the 

information systems of the two companies, which are different depending on the enterprise re-

sources planning. 

One of the differences in the organizational culture between the two companies (hereinafter re-

ferred to as “Company A” and “Company B”) is the perception of information leakage, which 

affects information security policy. Company A’s culture prevents information leakage by allow-

ing only an analogue way of outputting to paper. The information does not leak unless the paper 

is viewed. Company B’s culture prevents information leakage by exchanging digital data only, 

and recording in a log the routes the information is communicated outside the company. Each 

company perceives the other’s method of leakage prevention as faulty. Another difference be-

tween the two companies is the business model, and programming languages used for the infor-

mation systems. We therefore consider we can confirm the range of information security policies 

agreed between two companies, and the range set differently by each company in relation to the 

business model, and programming languages. The reason is that the feasible means for comply-

ing with the information security policies are different depending on the organizational culture, 

business model, and programming language. 

Interview with Experts in Information Security. 

This study conducted interviews three experts of information security software to ask them how 

they evaluate the Understanding, Utility and Effectiveness of the proposed assurance case de-

scription method which the studied participants used. We asked three questions as shown in Table 

2. The interviewees included three experts. Two experts in information security management

were interviewed to learn if the proposed method could actually be utilized in business. The third

interviewee was an expert in charge of marketing strategy for information security software. With

the information security software being purchased and introduced by each company based on the
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information security policy the company established, the software marketing expert understands 

the differences of information security policies among the purchasing companies. The expert is 

also aware of how group companies with more than two different information security policies 

respond when maintaining more than two information security policies. 

This study conducted interviews three experts of information security software to ask them how 

they evaluate the Understanding, Utility and Effectiveness of the proposed assurance case de-

scription method which the studied participants used. We asked three questions as shown in Table 

2. The interviewees included three experts. Two experts in information security management

were interviewed to learn if the proposed method could actually be utilized in business. The third

interviewee was an expert in charge of marketing strategy for information security software. With

the information security software being purchased and introduced by each company based on the

information security policy the company established, the software marketing expert understands

the differences of information security policies among the purchasing companies. The expert is

also aware of how group companies with more than two different information security policies

respond when maintaining more than two information security policies.

Table 2: Evaluation criteria and questions for experts. 

Evaluation 

criteria 
Question 

Understanding 

Have you understood, with the assurance case that was created, the 

differences of information security policies among the multiple com-

panies? 

Utility 

Do you think the created assurance case is likely to be used going for-

ward while being revised in accordance with future changes in infor-

mation security policies? 

Effectiveness 
Do you think multiple companies can agree to the information security 

policies with the assurance case that was created? 

B. Results of Using the Proposed Assurance Case Description Method

We created the assurance case shown in Fig. 1 using the proposed description method, and then 

had the experts evaluated. First, we created an assurance case by using ISO 27001 as a framework. 

We then set as Logical Model the range that the two companies agreed on, and as Logical Argu-

ment Model the range that the two companies did not agree on in relation to ISO 27001. Finally, 

the Concrete Model described the actual countermeasures of each company against information 

leakage. 

C. Evaluation on the Results of Using the Proposed Assurance Case Description Method

This section shows the evaluation results in terms of: (1) Whether the assurance case created 

clarifies the range of agreement and disagreement between the two companies’ information se-

curity policies; (2) Whether the assurance case created allows the participants to achieve a final 

agreement for the entire range. The results of deconstruction until the participants’ agreement is 

achieved is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5 clarifies the ranges that are agreed (above the bold line) and not agreed (below the bold 
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line) by the two companies. Stakeholders clarify the range of agreement for the Logical Model 

through deconstruction using Strategy nodes as far as both companies can agree on unification 

of the information security standards. In addition, the Goal node agreed by the Evidence node is 

clarified. Accordingly, when stakeholders agree on all the Goal nodes and Evidence nodes, stake-

holders have agreed to the entire range of the two companies’ information security policies. Mak-

ing an assurance case in this way is thus co-creation of value. We are thereby able to confirm the 

range the two companies agreed to unify, and the range they agreed to set respectively. 

Figure 5: Deconstruction to clarify the ranges that are agreed and not agreed between Company 

A and B.  

D. Interview with Experts in Information Security about Evaluation for the Description of the

Assurance Case

We employed interviews to ask three experts in information security about the Understanding, 

Utility and Effectiveness of the proposed assurance case description method for agreement of 

information security policy. As a result, the interviews suggested that the proposed method was 

effective in terms of the Understanding, Utility and Effectiveness. 

First, the experts in information security management commented as follows. The method was 

effective in terms of Understanding since the assurance case made the structure (relationship) of 

information security policies visible, which was previously invisible. The method was also effec-

tive in terms of Utility. Using an assurance case makes the changes visible and recordable though 

the users previously found the structure invisible and did not know where to record the changes. 

The method was successful in terms of Effectiveness. Assurance cases allow the stakeholders to 

achieve an agreement by clarifying the differences. In an assurance case, they can also agree on 

what they cannot agree to regarding the information security policies. 

Next, the expert who is in charge of marketing strategy for information security software com-

mented as follows. The method was effective in terms of Understanding because the assurance 
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case has a simple look and allowed him to understand, by looking at items as necessary, the 

responses required in information security policies. The method was also effective in terms of 

Utility. Assurance cases are simple and easy to understand and practical because the creation is 

relatively easy to start, and the software for creating Dependability Case (D-Case) provides Mi-

crosoft PowerPoint format as well. The method was successful in terms of Effectiveness. With 

assurance cases visualizing the structure, useless communication costs are unlikely to incur even 

if more companies are included in creating an assurance case.  

Communication with a diagram helps the users avoid errors, which are easy to occur when com-

municating in different languages. The users can have a discussion while considering the possi-

bility to expand the range above the agreeable level (the bold line in Figure 5). It could be linked 

to the motivation to unify the information security policies among companies. 

However, the interviewers raised two issues. First, the person who handles with the created as-

surance case needs to understand the entire picture in order to consider the relevance to the 

changes. The person thus needs to have a sufficient understanding about information security 

policies and the related areas. Future research needs to visualize the range where the change in 

information security policy/policies may have an effect within the policy/policies. Second, the 

expected results are possibly unavailable when the creator of the assurance case has insufficient 

understanding. The creator would need to use a third party or a template. In addition, the evalua-

tion for the effectiveness of the proposed method in this study is limited to these companies' case, 

therefore, future research needs to increase the number of applications to verify the Effectiveness 

of the proposed method. Future research needs to confirm whether other users can describe an 

assurance case using the proposed description method. Future research also needs analysis of 

process data for creating an assurance case in order to evaluate both usability and optimality for 

the proposed assurance case description method. 

E. The quantitative evaluation results from horizontal viewpoints and vertical viewpoints sepa-

rately.

This study shows the results of the viewpoints aligned in the horizontal direction and the view-

points aligned in the vertical direction for the assurance case created by the proposed assurance 

case description method (Figure 1). We derived the results in Table 3 by using quantitative eval-

uation method [16]. The numeric values of each strategy node shown in Figure 6 corresponds to 

"s" in Table 3. 

We showed the consideration using the results of analysis of Table 3. We showed the required 

abilities (V = 130, H = 69) to understand the proposed description method by quantitative of the 

description results. For example, it will be possible to educate considering the depth of the hier-

archy based on the result of V = 130 by using the above result. Additionally, it will be possible to 

educate considering the number of viewpoints in the horizontal direction using the result of H = 

69. The above reason of the viewpoints aligned in the vertical direction is that the layer to consider

indicates in which order the layers should be considered and how many layers need to consider

by using the result of Table 3. The above reason for the viewpoints aligned in the horizontal

direction is that it is possible to quantitatively grasp items that need to consider in each layer. This

study showed that it is difficult to qualitatively understand the contents described in assurance

cases using the evaluation method.
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Figure 6: A correspondence to each strategy node number. 

Table 3 Results of V(s) and H(s). 

s V H 

1 1 4 

2 2 8 

3 3 3 

4 4 8 

5 5 2 

6 6 2 

7 6 2 

8 7 5 

9 8 2 

10 7 6 

11 8 2 

12 5 2 

13 6 2 

14 6 2 

15 7 5 

16 8 2 

17 7 2 

18 5 2 

19 6 2 

20 7 2 

21 8 2 

22 8 2 

Total 130 69 

Additionally, the results in Table 3 can be used to compare the proposed description method with 

other description methods. It is necessary to set the criteria to make a relative comparison between 
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the proposed description method and other description methods as future research topics. If we 

can set the above criteria, it is possible to grasp the numerical values that can structuralize systems 

from multiple viewpoints for each description method. These results help companies clarify the 

difficulties in applying ISO 27001. Therefore, when we create a new description method, it is 

possible to understand the difficulties of the description method. 

Future research topics are as follows: 

 The degree of difficulty setting of the assurance case description method is not clear. The 

above is useful to recognize an easy order when learning. 

 Since the degree of difficulty of conventional description methods has not been grasped, 

we need to understand the difficulty among description methods by comparing descrip-

tion methods. 

5  Conclusions 

This study proposed, based on the framework of ISO 27001, an assurance case description 

method for agreeing to information security policies through co-creation of value between a par-

ent company and its subsidiary or subsidiaries merged or acquired. As a result, we confirmed that 

the proposed method enabled the participants to create an assurance case. This study shows that: 

1) The range of agreement and disagreement based on the two companies’ information security

policies were clarified; 2) the two companies finally achieved an agreement for the entire range

using the assurance case created. We also present the quantitatively evaluated results from Goal

Structuring Notation (GSN) users’ ability to structuralize systems with multiple viewpoints by

using GSN. This evaluates the proposed description method. Additionally, our interviews to ex-

perts suggested that the proposed method was effective in terms of the Understanding, Utility and

Effectiveness. Principal issues and areas of future research include:

 Visualizing the range where the change in information security policy/policies may affect 

the policy/policies.  

 Checking by a third party or a template which help the creator of an assurance case.  

 Increasing the number of applications to verify the Effectiveness of the proposed method. 

 Evaluating quantitatively for the range of agreement and disagreement based on the two 

companies’ information security policies using the quantitative evaluation method [19] for 

assurance case description results. 

 The degree of difficulty setting of the assurance case description method is not clear. 

 we need to understand the degree of difficulty among description methods by comparing 

description methods. 
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